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Hamburg, July 2014

Terminal To Nozzle - Elaflex at the PetroTrans

At this year‘s PetroTrans show (1st to 3rd October) 
ELAFLEX will be presenting their product range for 
road tankers: refuelling equipment from the refinery 
to the end customer 

Under the slogan 'Terminal To Nozzle' we will show 
tank truck and bunkering hoses, couplings, nozzles, 
and rubber expansion joints.

Novelties 2014:

- VLTX hose couplings available in 3" und 4" with 
aluminium hose tail, for LTX lightweight gravity 
discharge road tanker hoses for lowest overall 
hose weight. 

- AdBlue urea solution: The renown UTL hose now 
also comes in size DN 38 - the ideal dimension for 
road tanker deliveries: space-saving, easily reelable, 
providing an optimal flow rate. For this application, 
2" DDC Dry Discon nect Couplings of stainless steel 
are the established standard coupling. On the refuel-
ling side we will also show the the new ZVA AdBlue 
LV nozzle intended for the urea solution filling of 
Diesel powered light vehicles / vans.

- The Polypal CR with its Chloroprene cover and 
UPE inner lining is a new universal hose suitable 
e.g. for the transfer of petroleum based products 
with high aromatic content. Contrary to other uni-
versal hoses, also the cover of this hose is resi-
stant to abrasive substances. Used at refineries 
and terminals; sizes: DN 50, 75, 100.

- Due to possible dangerous corrosion, tanker 
hoses exposed to road salt during winter time 
should not be equipped with standard aluminium 
clamps. We now offer Spannfix pinned safety 
clamps SX 50 made of stainless steel. 

- LPG: The HiFlo nozzle GG10 and new accessories 
will make the work of tank truck drivers safer: The 
new 45° swivel helps to reach difficult to access 
filling points A new parking adapter, attached to 
the interlock, increases safety while the nozzle is 
not in use. And the newly-developed back-check 
valve GG11, applied between nozzle and filling 
point, also serves for improved operation safety. 
As an option, it is available with an additional pres-
sure relief screw. 

- Online service: please try out our Hose Assembly 
Configurator. Choose from many options your  
required hose and coupling types:     
http://hoseconfigurator.elaflex.de
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Hose Assembly Configurator

GG10  with 45°swivel, accessories

VLTX 4'' Polypal CR

DDC, UTL 38 and ZVA AdBlue LV


